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About this Pack 

Here is an introduction to  www.dkfindout.com – a great 
website for young people to search, learn and explore information about their 
favourite subjects, and all their homework topics. It’s clear, colourful, attractive, and 
easy to use, with hundreds of information pages plus quizzes, videos and animations. 
  
This Chatterbooks activity pack tells you about what’s on DKfindout! and ways to 
navigate it, and offers some activity ideas for your Chatterbooks reading groups to 
get to know the site and practise using it. 
 
The pack is brought to you by The Reading Agency and their Children’s Reading 
Partner, publishers DK www.dk.com   

 
Chatterbooks [ www.chatterbooks.org.uk] is a reading group programme for children aged 4 to 14 
years. It is coordinated by The Reading Agency and its patron is author Dame Jacqueline Wilson. 
Chatterbooks groups run in libraries and schools, supporting and inspiring children’s literacy 
development by encouraging them to have a really good time reading and talking about books. 
 
The Reading Agency is an independent charity working to inspire more people to read more 
through programmes for adults, young people and Children – including the Summer Reading 
Challenge, and Chatterbooks. See www.readingagency.org.uk  
 
Children’s Reading Partners is a national partnership of children’s publishers and libraries working 
together to bring reading promotions and author events to as many children and young people as 
possible. 
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  allows children to search, learn, and explore 
information on a safe and secure site. Perfect for help with homework, DK’s clear, 
reliable, and highly visual content covers all curriculum subjects and more. There are 
quizzes, videos and animations, and new content is being added all the time to 
engage and fascinate young people. There’s lots to enjoy and explore on DKfindout! 
 
 You can search your favourite subjects and homework topics, through the 

Search function – all you need to do is type in key words and then select from 
the sections you are offered. 

 Or you can browse through the icons on the Home page, offering you a wide 
range of subjects. 

 In More Find Out you’ll find all sorts of interesting facts that don’t quite fit into 
the other subject areas on the site.Have a go at a Quiz – they’re fun, and give 
you lots more info in the answers. 

 Enjoy the Fun Facts, Galleries (some great close-ups), and amazing Videos. 

There are also articles for parents about the curriculum, plus ideas about how to help 
children, and quick links to other DK products that will support their learning. 
And for teachers there is a free lesson planning tool which can be used on a white 
board.  
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Top Tips  
Navigation of the DKfindout! website is good and clear, with attractive icons in the 
familiar DK style, and quality images in bright primary colours. 

To search: look for the magnifying glass icon in the top left hand corner. 
There is a good sized search box -  just type in your keyword/s and keep it 
simple! 

 You can easily get back to the home page by clicking on the Home icon in the 
top left hand corner 

 If there are no icons on a page in the top left hand corner, look for the X in the 
top right. Just click on this to close the page and get back to where you were. 

 Along the bottom of the page is the breadcrumb trail – your pathway through 
a topic. 

Two journeys through the DKfindout! website   
Here are two questions which have their answers on DKfindout! 
If you follow the journeys to reach the answers you’ll be able to practise using the 
site and get to know more about what’s on it. 

Journey 1:  How long is the skull of a tyrannosaurus rex? 

 Use Search (I want to find out about) and type in ‘tyrannosaurus rex’ or 
‘tyrannosaurus rex skull’ 

 From the choices on the resulting page click on Inside tyrannosaurus 

 On the picture of a tyrannosaurus skeleton click on the pulsating link labelled 
Massive skull.  You are then through to the answer – ‘Five feet’. 
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N.B. The above is the search for a specific answer but if you want to find out more 
about dinosaurs, click on Dinosaurs and Prehistoric Life on the Home Page and 
browse through from there, or type ‘dinosaur’ in the search box. 
 
Journey 2:  What is the smallest owl in the world? 
You can reach the answer in at least two ways. 
 
 Type ‘owl’ into Search and you will get When does a barn owl shake its 

feathers? (Video) and More owls.  
 Go to the video – which is amazingly beautiful, watch the owl turn its entire 

head round! At the end of the video an information page Owls will come up.  
 This page has the answer you are looking for: ‘The smallest owl in the world is 

the Elf Owl, weighing only 40g.’ 
Or 
 
 Type ‘bird’ into Search, or click on the icon Animals and Nature on the Home 

Page.  
 Choose the icon Birds, click through, and then choose the icon Owls. 
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Try this DKfindout! quiz 
Here’s a quiz for your group to have a go at – they’ll find all the answers by searching 
on the DKfindout! website.   
Some questions are straightforward, some will need a bit more delving.   
 
When everyone’s done it (maybe people could work in pairs) go through all the 
questions together and talk together about the answers. Did people sometimes find 
more information to add? 
 

1. What does a pelican eat? 
 

2. What is a sonnet? How many did Shakespeare write? 
 

3. What shape claws do polar bears have, and why? 
 

4. For how many days did the Russian cosmonaut Valeri Poliakov live on board 
the space station Mir? 

5. What is or was Titanoboa? 

6. What makes a shark a very accurate hunter? 

7. The small car ‘Isetta’ is better known by what popular name? 

8. What is Python as well as the name of a snake? 

9. For how many years in its life has a nine year old cat been awake?! 

10. Why do Americans celebrate Thanksgiving Day – and on what day of the year? 
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Help some famous book characters to enjoy DKfindout! 

Here are 8 well known book characters – for each of them can you find a page on the 
website that you think they would enjoy?   Say who you think each character is and 
next to their picture write the address for your suggested DKfindout! page. 

At the end of the pack are the answers for the characters’ names – plus some 
suggested pages for them.  But you may well find lots more pages that they would 
enjoy just as much! 

Look at the first one which has been done as an example for you. 

Book character  

 

Character: Joe in The Accidental Prime Minister 

DKfindout! Web page: 

http://www.dkfindout.com/uk/more-find-out/what-
does-politician-do/  

 

 

Character: 

DKfindout! Web page: 

 

Clue: His name rhymes with ‘hat’! 

 

Character: 

DKfindout! Web page: 

 

Clue: Her favourite thing to do is reading! 

http://www.dkfindout.com/uk/more-find-out/what-does-politician-do/
http://www.dkfindout.com/uk/more-find-out/what-does-politician-do/
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Character: 

DKfindout! Web page: 

 

Clue: Find a page about his ‘postman’! 

 

 

Character: 

DKfindout! Web page: 

 

Clue: He’s very hungry! 

 

 

Character: 

DKfindout! Web page: 

 

Clue: What’s in his bucket? 

 

 

Character: 

DKfindout! Web page: 

 

Clue: What creature inspires him? 

 

 

Character: 

DKfindout! Web page: 

 

Clue: How does he get to Neverland? 
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Make a ‘Did you know…?’ poster! 

Once your group is getting to know how to make the most of 
DKfindout! Ask everyone to come up with some really interesting 
facts which they have discovered on the website. 

For example, did you know…  
that Clownfish are all born as boys. If the females die, the largest 
male changes its sex! 

Tell each other all your facts and decide on up to 20 facts which you think are 
especially interesting or amazing.    Then make your ‘Did you know…?’ poster: 

 Get a large sheet of card, and give your poster the heading ‘Did you know…..?’  
- maybe you could write or paint this, or create the heading using letters cut 
out from magazines  

 Design a frame round it 

 Write or print out all your facts – if you like you could use the template below, 
for each fact.  You could also add in illustrations. 

 Arrange and stick all your facts on to your poster 

 And make sure that the poster also says: ‘This poster was created by …. 
Chatterbooks group, fact-finding with www.dkfindout.com ‘ ! 

Did you know……? 

 

 

 
 
 

http://www.dkfindout.com/
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A fact a day challenge!   

Keep a notebook with your favourite facts from DKfindout!  Whenever you come 
across something that really catches your attention, jot it down in your notebook. 

Every day – or once a week – choose one of your facts and try to use it at least once 
during that time. It could be in conversation, or an email, in class or in your 
homework. By using it you’re likely to remember it – and one day you may get to be 
on TV in ‘Mastermind’! 

 

Answers 

1. What does a pelican eat?  Fish 
 

2. What is a sonnet? How many did Shakespeare write?  A poem with 14 lines; 
154 

 
3. What shape claws do polar bears have, and why?  Curved – for digging 

through the ice 
 

4. For how many days did the Russian cosmonaut Valeri Poliakov live on board 
the space station Mir?  437.7 days 

5. What is or was Titanoboa?  A gigantic snake whose fossil has been found in 
South America - it probably weighed as much as a small car 

6. Find a fact telling us what makes a shark a very accurate hunter.  A shark’s 
nose can detect a single drop of blood in 1 billion drops of water. 

7. The small car ‘Isetta’ is better known by what popular name?  Bubble car 

8. What is Python as well as the name of a snake?  A computer programming 
language 

9. For how many years in its life has a nine year old cat been awake?!  Three 
years – it sleeps for two-thirds of its time. 

10. Why do Americans celebrate Thanksgiving Day – and on what day of the year?  
To reflect on what they are thankful for; 4th November 
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Book characters – plus a suggested page 

 The Cat in the Hat    

 Matilda   

 Harry Potter (with Hedwig)  

 The Very Hungry Caterpillar (this page or this one)      

 Harry and the Dinosaurs   

 Batman   

 Peter Pan   

 

 

http://www.dkfindout.com/uk/animals-and-nature/cats/
http://www.dkfindout.com/uk/more-find-out/special-events/classic-childrens-books/
http://www.dkfindout.com/uk/animals-and-nature/birds/owls/
http://www.dkfindout.com/uk/video/animals-and-nature/caterpillar-to-chrysalis/
http://www.dkfindout.com/uk/animals-and-nature/insects/caterpillars/
http://www.dkfindout.com/uk/dinosaurs-and-prehistoric-life/dinosaurs/
http://www.dkfindout.com/uk/animals-and-nature/bats/
http://www.dkfindout.com/uk/animals-and-nature/birds/how-birds-fly/

